CUBA IS A
MILITARY
TOTALITARIAN
STATE
Tourism Funds the Cuban Military
Government figures show that 2017 was a record year for
tourism, with 4.7 million visitors pumping more than $3 billion
to the Cuban regime.
It is estimated that in 2017, 2018 and 2019 the cruise lines
alone will gross more than $760 million in passenger receipts.
These passengers will spend more than $80 million at venues
operated by the Cuban military, who will receive more than
$21 million in port fees.
The military holding company GAESA controls the most
important tourist destinations in Cuba, like beaches
(Varadero), Cuban keys (to the north of Ciego de Avila,
Holguin, and Villa Clara) and national parks. Through
Geocuba, GAESA channels Cuban natural resources to the
tourism industry. In addition, much of the food served at Cuban
hotels is grown by low-ranking military officers of the UAM
(Unión Agropecuaria Militar). Military counterintelligence has a
leading role in repression in Cuba. Profits from tourism are
not only absorbed by the military, but members of the military
suspected of crimes against humanity are known to operate
tourist venues.

Tourism Helps Finance:
1) Repression of Cubans
2) Exploitation of Cuban Workers
3) Dealing in Stolen Property
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EXPLOITATION OF
CUBAN WORKERS
Cuba continues to violate those conventions of the
International Labor Organization that it has ratified, specifically
regarding freedom of association, collective bargaining,
protection of wages, and prohibitions on forced labor.
Contracts for tourism workers are negotiated by the Cuban
state with foreign investors. Cuban workers are paid, in Cuban
pesos, less than 50% of what the foreign employer pays the
Cuban government in dollars. Furthermore, earnings decrease
even more as each employee is expected to give a
percentage of his/her tips (usually 10%) to the state.
Self-employed workers in the tourism sector must pay dues
to the state, despite their meager wages, and are forced to
join so-called unions, whose main activity is to impart political
instruction and convene mandatory political events.
In addition, the dual currency system further victimizes
workers by further devaluating their wages.
The late Mr. William Behn, the owner of Havana
Docks as Castro’s thugs are stealing his property
- at gunpoint - after demanding Coca-Colas.

DEALING IN STOLEN
PROPERTY
On October 13, 1960, the unelected Castro Regime
confiscated, without compensation, 386 private Cuban
businesses with American shareholders, including ports in
Havana and Santiago. These same ports are used by the US
cruise ships as port of calls.
Hotels, resorts, ports and facilities where American tourists
are allowed to stay in, like the Habana Libre Hotel, were
expropriated from American citizens who have not yet
received compensation (approximately $1.9 billion) by the
Communist Regime.
The legitimate owners of these ports have unwaveringly
asserted that the U.S. cruise lines are knowingly trafficking in
stolen properties, do not have their consent to do so, and are
in clear violation of U.S. law. The owners further state that
these ventures are only viable while the dictatorship remains
in Cuba.

The government may determine that a worker is “unfit” to
work, resulting in job loss and the denial of job opportunities.
Persons are deemed unfit because of their political beliefs,
including their refusal to join the official union, and for trying
to depart the country illegally. The government also penalizes
professionals who express interest in emigrating by limiting
job opportunities or firing them.

REPRESSION
OF CUBANS

Leaders within the Afro-Cuban community note that some
Afro-Cubans could not get jobs in sectors such as
tourism and hospitality because they are “too dark.”

Arbitrary arrests and short-term detentions continue to be a
common government method for controlling independent
public expression and political activity.

Havana earns almost $8 billion a year off
the backs of the health workers it
sends to poor countries. Havana
keeps at least 75% of the
money designated by
donors as salaries.

Members of the security forces intimidate and physically
assault human-rights and prodemocracy advocates,
dissidents, and other detainees and prisoners during
detention and imprisonment, and they do so with impunity.
Some detainees and prisoners endure physical abuse,
sometimes by other inmates, with the acquiescence of guards.
The government subjects prisoners who criticize the
government or engage in hunger strikes and other forms of
protest to extended solitary confinement, assaults, restrictions
on family visits, and denial of medical care.
The government does not permit monitoring of prison
conditions by independent international or domestic humanrights groups and does not permit access to detainees by
international humanitarian organizations.
Laws banning criticism of government leaders and distribution
of antigovernment propaganda carry penalties ranging from
three months to 15 years in prison.

